
Origins and properties of the tetrel bond

Steve Scheiner

The tetrel bond (TB) recruits an element drawn from the C, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb family as electron acceptor in

an interaction with a partner Lewis base. The underlying principles that explain this attractive interaction

are described in terms of occupied and vacant orbitals, total electron density, and electrostatic potential.

These principles facilitate a delineation of the factors that feed into a strong TB. The geometric deformation

that occurs within the tetrel-bearing Lewis acid monomer is a particularly important issue, with both primary

and secondary effects. As a first-row atom of low polarizability, C is a reluctant participant in TBs, but its

preponderance in organic and biochemistry make it extremely important that its potential in this regard be

thoroughly understood. The IR and NMR manifestations of tetrel bonding are explored as spectroscopy

offers a bridge to experimental examination of this phenomenon. In addition to the most common s-hole

type TBs, discussion is provided of p-hole interactions which are a result of a common alternate covalent

bonding pattern of tetrel atoms.

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a renaissance of the study of non-
covalent bonds. Of particular interest has been the series of
bonds that are close analogues of the textbook H-bond (HB).
The replacement of the bridging proton by a member of the
halogen family yields a so-called halogen bond (XB) of compar-
able strength, and sharing many of the same characteristics as
a HB. It has also been increasingly recognized that XBs are not

alone, and that similar phenomena occur when the bridging
atom is a member of neighboring families of the periodic table,
within the correspondingly named chalcogen (YB) and pnicogen
(ZB) bonds. The tetrel family begins with the electronegative
nonmetal C, then moves on to semimetals Si and Ge, after which
it includes the Sn and Pb metals, so is highly diverse in this
regard. Nonetheless, all of these atoms have been shown to be
capable of engaging in a tetrel bond (TB), similar to the other
types mentioned above. The TB is defined for our purposes as an
attractive interaction in which a tetrel atom serves as electron
acceptor in a Lewis acid, to an electron-donating Lewis base.

As a summary history of this phenomenon, one of the earliest
observations of what later came to be known as a tetrel bond
arose when Mani and Arunan1 recognized that placement of an
electron-withdrawing substituent on methane produced an
electron-deficient site on the opposite face of the tetrahedron.
This positive site could then interact attractively with any of a
variety of nucleophiles such as H2O in what these authors
referred to as a carbon bond. This idea was soon generalized
to the entire C-family, under the rubric of tetrel bond, when
Bauzá et al. found evidence2 of close contacts between Si, Ge,
and Sn with O or halogen-containing bases in a survey of the
CSD. Quantum calculations in model systems containing a
bifurcated arrangement with two T atoms interacting directly
with a neutral OH2 or halide verified the presence of a strong
interaction. Note that the T atoms considered did not include C,
which foreshadows this atom occupying a special place in this
field, as discussed below. When the C atom is surrounded by
several electron-withdrawing atoms, as in ArCF3, where Ar
represents an aryl group, it seems able to participate in such a
bond, as indicated by follow-up work by this same group,3
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although this capability was undoubtedly reinforced by the use
of an anion as base. Mani and Arunan amplified on the
participation by Me in a TB4 wherein a series of RMe molecules
formed such a bond with the small p-donors ethylene and
acetylene.

C was included in the set of TF4 acids considered by Donald
and Tawfik,5 who also extended the list to Pb. A number of
trends emerged from the data that are common with other
related noncovalent bonds such as halogen, chalcogen, and
pnicogen bonds. The lightest C atom was reluctant to engage in
TBs, as the bond strengthened quickly from Si to Sn, where it
plateaued on going up to Pb. In fact, while all studies confirm
the reduced ability of C to engage in TBs, there remains some
controversy as to the order of the others. Liu et al.6 found the
strength diminishes in the order Sn 4 Si 4 Ge and Grabowski
observed Pb to be inferior to its lighter Sn counterpart.7

Another study8 found near equivalence of Si and Ge. In spite
of its general reluctance to engage in tetrel bonds with any
strength, the methyl group does so when paired with a halide,9

as observed from both a computational and a crystal survey
perspective.

Grabowski10 showed that replacing some of the F atoms of
TF4 by H reduced its propensity to engage in a TB, in part by
reducing the depth of the s-hole. The author also fortified the
idea that charge transfer, in particular that from the base lone
pair to the s* antibonding orbital of the acid, represents an
important component of these bonds, as well as the usefulness
of AIM, again amplifying the commonalities with other non-
covalent bonds. The lowering effect of TB formation upon the
internal vibrational frequency, as well as the intensification of
this band, was noted, adding to the similarities between the TB
and HB. Grabowski also suggested that the formation of a TB is
in some sense a predecessor of the full SN2 reaction that
involves a central T atom.

Experimental confirmation of the existence of TBs continues
to emerge. The microwave spectrum of the SiH4/H2O pair11

verified the appropriate geometry. Upon difluorination, the
methyl group forms strong enough tetrel bonds as to persist
in the gas phase where its structure can be elucidated by
microwave spectra12 which have verified the tetrel bond13

between CO2 and the O atom of formamide, to the N of an
amine14 or the O of ketones.15 Franconetti and Frontera16

identified a number of crystals with tetrel bonds involving
Pb(IV), which were verified by quantum calculations. Pb� � �N
tetrel bonds may be fairly common,17 and situations have been
uncovered wherein the four covalently bonded ligands all lay in
the same Pb hemisphere.18

The present article consists of a tour of the current field of tetrel
bonds. The first section explains in some detail the fundamental
underpinnings at their most elementary level. The next section
discusses certain aspects of the TB that distinguish it from its
closely related cousins, such as the H-bond and the halogen bond.
Within the regime of atoms that can engage in a TB, the first-row C
atom is a reluctant participant. The next section thus explores this
reluctance and the circumstances under which it can be circum-
vented.Within themeans by which experimentalists might explore

and quantify TBs, IR and NMR spectroscopy stand out as perhaps
the most useful, given their success in understanding the H-bond.
The next section thus opens a dialogue based on quantum
calculations as to what spectroscopists might expect as they probe
this question. The last section offers a brief tour of other aspects of
TBs, including p-bonds, cooperativity, and charge assistance.

Underlying principles

The roots of the tetrel bond are discussed here in the context of
TQGe as an example. The replacement of one of the H atoms of
GeH4 by an electron-withdrawing F atom illustrates some of the
fundamental underpinnings of the tetrel bond. (Specific data
described below were computed at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVDZ
level.) These effects begin with the T–X bonding orbital, as
elucidated by the NBO localization procedure, which is pictured
in Fig. 1a and b for GeH4 and GeFH3, respectively. Attention is
focused on the right side of the Ge atom where an incoming
base would approach to eventually engage in a TB with Ge. In
either case, this orbital has a great deal more density to its left,
toward the H or F atom, than to its right. And this displacement
is amplified for F. The replacement of H by F reduces the size of
the red lobe of this s bonding orbital to the right of Ge by
sucking density away toward the F atom.

This orbital shift has a number of implications. In the first
place, the leftward shift of this s(GeX) orbital depletes some
density from the area to its right, leaving what is sometimes
called a polar flattening or s-hole.19–26 The broken lines in
Fig. 2a indicate the electron density associated with this particular
orbital along a line emanating from the central Ge atom, and
pointing to the right, directly away from the X substituent. Of
course this density drops as R increases in both cases as one
moves away from Ge. More importantly, the downward displace-
ment of the blue curve with respect to the black one demonstrates
the loss of density arising from the H - F substitution is
substantial, and increases as one moves closer to the Ge atom.
The solid curves represent the total electron density of the entire
molecule in the same region. These totals are of course larger than
the partial densities of a single orbital. But the same trends
persist. Replacement of the H by F drops the electron density,
and by almost the same amount as it reduces the density
attributed to the single s(GeX) orbital.

This reduced density in the substituted system allows a base
to approach more closely to the central Ge atom before being

Fig. 1 s(Ge–X) bonding orbital from NBO localization scheme for (a) GeH4

and (b) GeFH3. Red and blue colors indicate opposite phase of the orbital.
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overcome by exchange repulsion. Arbitrarily choosing a total
density of 0.0002 a.u. as the maximum that the base can over-
power, this critical density would be reached for R = 2.65 Å for
GeH4 while GeFH3 would permit a base to come some 0.20 Å
closer. So the density-depleted s-hole is partially responsible for
permitting the shorter intermolecular distances typically seen in
stronger TBs.

The anisotropy of the total electron density is exhibited in
Fig. 2b, as a function of y, the deviation of the point of reference
from the X–Ge bond extension. This density has its minimum
along this extension at y = 0, again consistent with the extrac-
tion of density by the X–Ge s-bond along its axis and the
ensuing s-hole. The density climbs more quickly in the positive
y direction as this displacement brings the reference point
closer to the electron cloud associated with the H atom. Note
also that the density for the fluorosubstituted molecule is
uniformly smaller than that for GeH4, an angular manifestation
of the density shifts caused by F.

This H - F substitution has additional implications for a
potential tetrel bond. The depletion of electron density from
the region opposite the F atom leads to an increase in the
positive electrostatic potential. This positive region is com-
monly referred to as a s-hole (although strictly speaking this
term refers to the hole in the density) and is illustrated by the
blue regions in Fig. 3a and b on an envelope surrounding each
molecule. If one considers a particular surface, that on which

the electron density is 0.001 a.u., the maximum values of the
molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) for GeH4 and GeFH3 are
equal to 0.028 and 0.069 a.u., respectively. The higher Vmax for
the fluorosubstituted Lewis acid would be better able to draw in
the negative potential of an approaching nucleophile.

However, this particular surface is somewhat arbitrary. The
maximum on this surface lies some 2.10 Å from the Ge of GeH4,
and only 1.98 Å from GeFH3, different from one another, and
both quite a bit closer than a nucleophile can approach within
a TB complex. It might thus be sensible to examine the MEP
along a broader range of R, the distance from Ge. This behavior
is exhibited in Fig. 4a where it may be seen first that the MEP
becomes more positive as one approaches the Ge nucleus, fully
in keeping with the reduced shielding experienced from the
surrounding electrons. More importantly, the MEP of GeFH3 is
quite a bit more positive than is that of the unsubstituted GeH4

Fig. 2 Broken lines in (a) indicate the electron density associated with
s(Ge–X) bonding orbital (2j2) along the extension of the X–Ge axis. Solid
lines refer to the total electron density. (b) Total electron density of GeH4

and GeFH3, as a function of y which measures the deviation from the
extension of the X–Ge covalent bond, at a distance of 3 Å from Ge. Black
and blue curves refer respectively to GeH4 and GeFH3.

Fig. 3 Molecular electrostatic potentials surrounding (a) GeH4 and (b) GeFH3.
Red and blue colors indicate minima and maxima, respectively, �0.01 a.u. for
GeH4 and �0.03 a.u. for GeFH3. Surface represents 1.5� atomic vdW radii.

Fig. 4 MEP (a) along the extension of the X–Ge axis and (b) at a constant
distance of 3 Å from Ge atom. Black and blue curves refer respectively to
GeH4 and GeFH3.
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for all distances. The difference is not exactly uniform, varying
between 0.014 a.u. for R = 3.5 Å up to 0.033 a.u. for R = 2 Å. But
also when one considers that the lower electron density of
GeFH3 permits the closer approach of a base, this difference is
amplified. For example, the optimized R(Ge� � �N) distance in
the tetrel-bonded H4Ge� � �NH3 complex is 3.16 Å, at which point
the MEP of H4Ge would be 0.0043 a.u. This MEP is 7 times
smaller than the 0.0297 a.u. for FH3Ge� � �NH3 at its equilibrium
distance of 2.71 Å.

The anisotropy of the MEP may be plainly seen in Fig. 4b,
derived at a distance of 3 Å from the Ge atom. The maximum
lies directly along the X–Ge axis, y = 0, and then tails off in
either direction. In addition to the larger MEP for FH3Ge than
for H4Ge at y = 0, 0.023 vs. 0.005 a.u., another measure of the
depth of the s-hole is the difference in MEP between y = 0 and a
larger y such as 501. This difference is 0.010 a.u. for FH3Ge as
compared to only 0.006 a.u. for H4Ge.

There is a further effect of the substitution of an electron-
withdrawing agent on the Lewis acid that derives directly from
the s*(GeX) antibonding orbital into which density is transferred
from the lone pair of the approaching nucleophile. As X becomes
more electronegative, the energy of this antibonding orbital will
drop down. For example, the energy of this orbital is 0.246 and
0.133 a.u. for GeH4 and GeFH3, respectively. The reduction in its
energy brings it down closer to that of the nucleophile lone pair
orbital with which it interacts. Perturbation theory places the energy
difference between the two interacting orbitals in the denominator
of the expression of the energetic consequence of this transfer, so
the charge transfer energy ought to rise as the antibonding orbital
energy drops down. Again using the TBs formed between GeH4 and
GeFH3 as our example, the NBO second-order perturbation energy
for the former is equal to 4.3 kcal mol�1, which is amplified to
12.7 kcal mol�1 for the latter. Of course, part of this difference is a
consequence of the closer approach of the two subunits in
FH3Ge� � �NH3. However, even if the latter is forced to adopt the
same 3.16 Å separation as is found in H4Ge� � �NH3, E(2) remains
larger for the fluorosubstituted system, due to the smaller energy
difference between the pertinent orbitals.

Trends in tetrel bond strength

With the preceding as a basis, it becomes easier to understand
the trends that have emerged in the literature concerning tetrel
bonds. High electron-withdrawing capacity of a substituent
accentuates the various effects, and thus strengthens any
incipient TB. Adding multiple such electronegative substituents
will also have a positive effect, even if the replacement in
question does not lie directly opposite the site in question. These
other substituents will amplify the depth of the s-hole. For
example, replacing two more H atoms of FH3Ge by F enhances
the s-hole depth from 0.069 to 0.083 a.u. The interaction energy
with a NH3 base is thereby increased from 8.50 for FH3Ge to
22.41 kcal mol�1 with the extra two F atoms.

With respect to the particular T atom, as one moves up the
group 14 column of the periodic table, these atoms become less
electropositive and polarizable. Both of these factors mitigate
the depth of the s-hole and thus weaken a TB. As an example,

replacing the Ge atom of FH3Ge by the lighter C reduces the
s-hole depth in half from 0.069 to 0.031 a.u. This substitution
also reduces the charge transfer energy that would accrue from
a base by raising the s*(TF) antibonding orbital energy from
0.133 to 0.297 a.u. The net result is a drop in the TB energy
down to only 2.16 kcal mol�1. This weakening is also reflected
in the equilibrium separations. In comparison to the TB length
R(Ge� � �N) of 2.708 Å in FH3Ge� � �NH3, this distance elongates to
3.064 Å when Ge is replaced by C. In fact, it is this sensitivity of
the TB to the nature of the T atom that raises the question as to
whether and under what conditions a C atom might participate
in such a bond, a topic which is discussed in more detail below.

These trends may be envisioned more systematically for four
tetrel atoms ranging from C to Sn, and with various degrees of
fluorosubstitution for each. The binding energy Eb of each with
NH3 as base was calculated27 at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level
(using the relativistic aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) pseudopotential for Sn)
and corrected for basis set superposition error by the counterpoise
procedure. The base was situated opposite the H atom of TH4 and
F3TH, while it lies opposite to the F atom in FTH3 and F4T. This
distinction is stressed in the respective sH or sF designations in
Table 1. One can see from the table that the binding energy is
quite small until F atoms are added, after which it rises rapidly
with each new addition of F. The increase with size of T atom is
also apparent. The reluctance of C to engage in TBs is visible in
the first row of Table 1. These trends have some small ‘‘hiccups’’.
For example, the binding energy of GeH4 is slightly smaller than
that of SiH4. And adding two more F atoms to FTH3 leads to a
minor drop, but this can be attributed to switching from a sF to
sH hole where the subscript indicates the atom directly opposite
the nucleophile position. With regard to the actual depths of the
s-holes in the MEP, these quantities are displayed in Table 2, and
reflect the energetic trends of Table 1 quite well, deepening for

Table 1 Binding energies (�Eb, kcal mol�1) between NH3 and indicated
Lewis acid, computed at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level, with counterpoise
corrections included

T TH4 FTH3 F3TH F4T

sH
a sF

b sH sF

C — 1.84 — 0.82
Si 1.66 5.49 4.75 10.59
Ge 1.48 5.84 8.68 16.77
Sn 2.44 8.51 18.20 25.53

a Position opposite to H. b Position opposite to F.

Table 2 Maximum in MEP on 0.001 a.u. isodensity surface (kcal mol�1) of
indicated monomer at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level (aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) for Sn).
Maximum lies opposite F for FTH3 and H for F3TH

T TH4 FTH3 F3TH F4T

sH sF sH sF
C — 21.3 10.1 25.0
Si 19.4 41.1 34.8 50.0
Ge 17.8 45.1 34.2 58.8
Sn 24.3 53.7 45.4 74.5
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larger T atoms. The shallower s-holes for F3TH as compared to
FTH3 reflect the switching from sF hole to sH.

The properties of a base of course also play a role in the
interaction with the tetrel-containing Lewis acid. A stronger base,
with a more available lone pair, will engage in the strongest TBs.
This ability is aided when electron-releasing substituents such as
alkyl groups are placed on the electron-donating atom. Besides
electrostatics and charge transfer effects, London dispersion can
make a significant contribution as well. This component will
increase along with the size and polarizability of the central tetrel
atom, and will be amplified as well by larger substituents on both
the acid and base units. It should be noted that the principles
outlined above are not limited only to tetrel bonds. They apply
equally to the closely related pnicogen, chalcogen, and halogen
bonds, where the central tetrel atom is replaced by one from each
of these families of elements.

Monomer deformation

There are certain characteristics that differentiate to some
degree the tetrel bond from the related halogen and other
s-hole bonds. Perhaps the most important of these is related
to steric repulsions and monomer deformation. If one considers
the idealized case of sp3 hybridization of the central atom, then
the s-hole that lies directly opposite one of these bonds will be
situated some 701 from the other three bonding pairs. In the
case of a halogen atom, these three pairs will all be nonbonding
lone pairs. But as one progresses to chalcogen and pnicogen,
first one and then two of these sites are occupied by substituents.
An incoming base may successfully avoid steric repulsion with
these substituents by moving away from them, and toward the
substituent that is inducing the s-hole. But no such dodging is
possible for a tetrel atom, as all three of the sites are occupied by
a substituent. The only way to minimize the steric repulsions is
for these three substituents to move away from the incoming
nucleophile, much as do the spokes of an umbrella when it
opens. This displacement away from an idealized tetrahedral
arrangement leads to a good deal of deformation energy within
the Lewis acid monomer, much more than is encountered in
halogen, chalcogen, or pnicogen bonds.

Geometrical deformations are part and parcel of tetrel
bonding.28–30 One early study that noted this fact considered
tetrel-bonded complexes of HnF4�nSi with a N-base,31 and
another32 pointed out the deformations of TBs are much larger
than in pnicogen, chalcogen, or halogen bonds. The addition of
two N bases to a tetrahedral SnR4 system takes the complex to
an octahedral shape, and this octahedron can bind a Cl�.33

Some measure of this deformation effect can be drawn again
from the series of complexes of fluorosubstituted TH4 with
NH3.

27 The top half of Table 3 documents the changes in the
‘‘umbrella angle’’ defined as that between the F (or H) atom
opposite the NH3, and the other atoms. In the two cases on the
left, TH4 and FTH3, the atoms that must move aside to make
room for the approaching base are H. Their small size requires
only minor motions, 51 or so, even less for TH4. But when the

substituents obstructing the entry of the nucleophile are the
larger F atoms, the umbrella angle drops by some 111–131 in
order to accommodate the incoming NH3. These monomer
distortions raise the energy of the monomer by an amount
commonly termed the deformation energy Edef. As listed in the
lower half of Table 3, these energies are negligible for TH4 and
rise to less than 2 kcal mol�1 for FTH3. But again, the large-scale
opening of the umbrella required for F3TH and F4T leads to quite
large deformation energies, up to 20 kcal mol�1 in some cases.
Notice also that these deformation energies are largest for the
small Si atom, then diminishing as T grows in size, even though
the umbrella angle changes are about the same for all.

There is an important issue that arises when the deformation
energy is substantial as in some of these cases. The interaction
energy Eint is usually conceived in terms of a ‘‘pure’’ interaction,
between the two subunits when they are in the geometries they
adopt within the complex. But the actual reaction energy,
commonly denoted the binding energy Eb, takes one to the
product complex from the reactants before they undergo any
structural changes, i.e. in their fully optimized geometries. This
entire reaction process thus consists of two conceptual steps.
The two monomers first rearrange to the geometries they will
adopt within the complex (Edef), after which they interact with
one another (Eint), as expressed by eqn (1)

Eb = Eint + Edef (1)

In cases where Edef is appreciable, as in some of the systems in
Table 3, the binding energy can be quite a bit less exothermic
than is Eint. One must therefore be careful to distinguish
between these two quantities when evaluating the strength of
a tetrel bond, or any other with significant monomer distortion.

Of course, not all of the substituents surrounding a central
tetrel atom will generally be single atoms like H or F. The
influence of larger size substituents was considered34 for a
series of FTR3 molecules in which the F created the s-hole to
which the base was attracted. A series of progressively larger R
substituents was considered, ranging from atoms H, Cl, Br, and
I up to CH3, CF3, isopropyl, and t-butyl groups. Table 4 presents
the relevant energetic data for the complexes formed between
NH3 and the various Lewis acids containing Si as its central T
atom. When the three H atoms of FSiH3 are replaced by methyl
groups, the ensuing crowding forces the NH3 out much further

Table 3 Angular deformation within monomers caused by complexation
with NH3

T TH4 FTH3 F3TH F4T

Dy(X–T–Y), deg
C — 0.1 — �0.6
Si �1.4 �4.9 �12.6 �12.7
Ge �1.2 �4.6 �12.9 �12.5
Sn �2.5 �5.3 �12.0 �11.0

Edef, kcal mol�1

C — 0.02 — 0.06
Si 0.14 1.93 21.38 20.78
Ge 0.11 1.51 18.99 16.61
Sn 0.37 1.77 12.50 9.62
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from the Si to the point where the Si� � �N TB is replaced by weak
HBs to the methyl H atoms. Replacing one of these methyl
groups by the electron-withdrawing CF3 restores the tetrel
bond, and pulls the N in quite a bit closer. The interaction
energy climbs up to 13.15 kcal mol�1. However, in forming this
TB, the acid is deformed to the tune of 11 kcal mol�1. So although
the interaction energy of FSiMe2(CF3) is nearly double that of
FSiH3, its binding energy is cut in half. The next row of Table 4
shows that replacing a secondmethyl group by CF3 nearly doubles
the interaction energy, while also raising the deformation energy.
Because the former increase is larger than the latter, the resulting
binding energy increases from 2 to 9 kcal mol�1. Very similar
increases occur when a third CF3 group is added.

The isobutyl group (Iso) is considerably larger than methyl,
without the benefit of enhancing the s-hole on the Si atom as
would an electron-withdrawing group. It offers the same sort of
steric obstruction as do the three methyl groups but if the NH3

can sneak inside them it can engage in a tetrel bond with the Si.
However, the deformation energy is such that it overwhelms the
interaction energy, making this bonding process an endothermic
one. This problem is partially alleviated if one of these isobutyl
groups is replaced by CF3. The same sort of steric repulsion issues
plague the tert-butyl (Tb) groups where the TB is negated by the
high deformation energy. Atoms larger than H and F present
steric problems. The high deformation energies involved in tetrel
bonding to SiX3 are somewhat smaller than the interaction
energies for X = Cl, Br, or I, so the resulting Eb is negative, i.e.
exothermic.

The entries in Table 5 indicate a reduction in the deformation
energies for T atoms larger than Si. These quantities are less than
7 kcal mol�1 for the most part. This effect is easily visible for the
particularly bulky t-butyl substituents. From the 17.4 kcal mol�1

deformation energy for FSiTb3, this quantity drops to 12.7, 6.4,
and 2.9 kcal mol�1, respectively, as the T atom enlarges to Ge, Sn,
and finally to Pb. When combined with the reasonably large
interaction energies, this diminishing deformation energy
permits the overall binding energy to switch from endothermic
to exothermic for the two larger T atoms. In summary, then, the
deformation energies are rather substantial for these larger

substituents, so exert a profound effect upon the overall energetics
of the binding process. In many cases, the deformation greatly
reduces the exothermicity, but in some cases it is large enough to
reverse the energetics to make it endothermic.

Another implication of deformation energy arises in the context
of the geometry adopted by the complex. When a base like pyridine
approaches a TF4 molecule, the latter will deform35 into a trigonal
bipyramid, from which the base can choose either an axial or
equatorial site. The interaction energy favors the equatorial site by
a wide margin. But this consideration is outweighed by the much
larger deformation energy for this configuration, so that it is the
axial position which is ultimately preferred.

Secondary effects of monomer distortion

As we have seen above, as the base approaches its target tetrel
atom on the Lewis acid the substituents on the latter tend to
bend back away from the base to minimize steric repulsions.
This deformation has a direct energetic cost which reduces the
overall exothermicity of the complexation process. But there are
less direct secondary issues as well. As a prime example, it was
discussed above how the positive area of the MEP that lies
along the extension of a R–T bond, termed a s-hole, acts to
draw in the nucleophile. But one must understand that the
opening up of the umbrella around the T atom might cause a
change in the depth of this s-hole.

These ideas were explored in the context of fully fluorosub-
stituted TF4 molecules36 which were allowed to interact with
three different N-bases of varying strength. The NCH unit with
its sp-hybridization is the weakest such base, and as such its
interaction energy with the TF4 acids is the lowest, as may be
seen in the first three rows of Table 6. NH3 is a bit stronger than
is pyrazine, as reflected in the remaining entries. For each base,
the interaction energies climb along with the size of the central
T atom from Si to Ge to Sn. Note that these quantities cover a
wide range from less than 3 kcal mol�1 for HCN� � �SiF4, up to 35
kcal mol�1 for those involving SnF4.

The next column of Table 6 displays the deformation
energies which very roughly parallel the interaction energies
in the sense that the deformation is smallest for the weak NCH
base, and larger for the other two bases. For the latter two, the
deformation energy declines as T grows in size, reproducing the
common pattern noted earlier. The opposite trend is noted for
NCH, though. This distinction can be traced to the high
sensitivity of the interaction energy to T which is in turn
reflective of the dramatic changes in intermolecular distance.
The R(T� � �N) distance drops precipitously from 3.115 Å for Si

Table 4 Equilibrium R(Si� � �N) intermolecular distance and energetics
(kcal mol�1) in complexes of FSiR3 with NH3, at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level
(aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) for I), with counterpoise corrections included

FSiR3 R, Å Eint Edef Eb

FSiH3 2.557 �7.42 1.93 �5.49
FSiMe3

a 3.753 �2.37 0.13 �2.24
FSiMe2(CF3)1 2.392 �13.15 11.04 �2.11
FSiMe1(CF3)2 2.208 �24.97 15.75 �9.22
FSi(CF3)3 2.116 �35.55 17.35 �18.20
FSiIso3
a 3.091 �2.26 2.50 +0.24
b 2.499 �7.36 14.16 +6.80
FSiIso2(CF3)1 2.384 �12.98 10.28 �2.70
FSiTb3 2.519 �6.61 17.41 +10.80
FSiCl3 2.068 �25.34 19.89 �5.45
FSiBr3 2.078 �22.61 17.89 �4.73
FSiI3 2.130 �18.09 14.78 �3.31

a Primarily stabilized by CH� � �N.

Table 5 Equilibrium R(T� � �N) intermolecular distance and energetics
(kcal mol�1) in complexes of FTR3 with NH3

FTR3 R, Å Eint Edef Eb

FGeH3 2.627 �7.33 1.49 �5.84
FGeMe3 2.775 �1.77 0.41 �1.36
FGeIso3 2.823 �6.02 2.38 �3.64
FGeTb3 2.670 �6.08 12.71 +6.63
FSnTb3 2.653 �9.84 6.42 �3.42
FPbTb3 2.851 �7.66 2.89 �4.77
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down to 2.366 Å for Sn. This much closer approach of the NCH for
the larger T atoms induces a correspondingly larger geometric
distortion within the acid, which is mirrored in Edef. When
incorporated into eqn (1) above, the overall reaction energies Eb
are exothermic in all cases, and reflect the growing tetrel bond
strength associated with both stronger base and larger T.

One can inquire into the implications of the monomer defor-
mation in a number of ways. First, suppose that the Lewis acid
monomers had been frozen in their fully optimized tetrahedral
structures, without the ability for the three umbrella spokes to
open as the base approaches. The interaction energies calculated
under this frozen condition are reported in the first column of
Table 7 as Eint(f). While these quantities are all negative, they are
much less so than when the TF4 is allowed to freely adjust its
internal geometry to the incoming base. The energetic cost to this
restriction is listed in the next column of Table 7. While fairly
small for the weakly bound complexes in the first two rows, it is
quite substantial, above 20 kcal mol�1, for many of the others. So
in principle, it would be possible for a base to form a tetrel-bonded
attachment with the acid, even if the latter were unable to alter its
internal geometry to better accommodate the base. But such a TB
would be very much weakened by this rigidity.

With regard to the electrostatic attraction that draws in the
base, it is typical to consider this concept within the context of
the depth of the s-hole, which is in turn usually assessed as the
magnitude of the maximum of the MEP on the 0.001 a.u.
isodensity surface of the optimized acid monomer, Vmax. But
this protocol neglects the geometric deformations that occur
within the acid as the base approaches, which can be quite
substantial, in particular for a tetrel-acid. The opening of the
TF4 umbrella causes very large enhancements in Vmax, which
are obvious in the last two columns of Table 7. As an example,
the flattening of the SiF4 pyramid upon approach of the NH3

base more than doubles the s-hole depth.
In summary, the deepening of the s-hole that arises as the

TF4 acid is deformed to accommodate the approach of the base
enhances the electrostatic attraction, and mitigates the energetic
cost of this internal deformation.

Another manifestation of the implications of deformation
arises in connection with a system wherein the T is covalently
attached to three F atoms and a substituted phenyl ring.37 The
s-hole lying opposite any of the F atoms is deeper than that
opposite the ring within the tetrahedral molecule. However, the
incorporation of a NH3 base via a TB requires the distortion

into a trigonal bipyramid shape. This transition reverses the
depths of these two s-holes, leading in turn to a higher
interaction energy when the base lies opposite the ring. On
the other hand, the deformation required to incorporate the
base in this position is larger than when the base lies opposite a
F atom. The final result is a fine balance between these two
effects, so the preferred conformation depends on the size of
the central T atom.

Carbon as tetrel bond participant

As described above the ability to participate in a noncovalent bond
of the sort described here requires the bridging atom to be able to
develop a positively charged s-hole region. This ability depends in
large part on electropositivity, coupled with a polarizable electron
cloud. Both of these properties diminish as one moves up a
column of the periodic table. It is for this reason that F is seldom
involved as electron acceptor in halogen bonds, and the same is
true of the other first-row atoms O and N within the context of
chalcogen and pnicogen bonds, respectively.38 One would there-
fore anticipate that C would be a reluctant participant in tetrel
bonds. On the other hand, the overwhelming importance of this
atom in chemistry and biology makes this issue one of over-riding
importance. A great deal of recent effort has therefore been
devoted to the question as to whether C can participate in tetrel
bonds, and if so, under what conditions.

The importance of tetrel bonds in biology, particularly those
involving C, was emphasized by a survey of protein structures39

which placed emphasis on the CF3 parallel of the methyl group.
The authors stressed the importance of these bonds in such
systems as the NADP+-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase
(IDH) enzyme and its interaction with an aspartate residue,
as well as a triazine-based inhibitor of enasidenib. Calculations
showed strong TBs between the CF3 group and a variety of
bases. Later surveys extended these TBs to the unsubstituted
methyl group. One study for example40 noted 8358 such inter-
actions, that were present in a variety of different secondary
protein structures.

With respect to the methyl group, due to its importance, the
ability of methyl groups to participate in TBs has engendered a
good deal of study.41,42 Such a bond is possible when the Me is

Table 6 Energetics (kcal mol�1) of tetrel-bonded complexes involving
TF4, at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level (aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) for Sn)

FTR3 Eint Edef Eb

HCN� � �SiF4 �2.63 0.44 �2.19
HCN� � �GeF4 �6.76 3.41 �3.35
HCN� � �SnF4 �16.99 6.22 �10.77
Pyrazine� � �SiF4 �20.80 16.79 �4.01
Pyrazine� � �GeF4 �29.33 17.45 �11.88
Pyrazine� � �SnF4 �34.50 11.62 �22.88
NH3� � �SiF4 �26.38 20.29 �6.09
NH3� � �GeF4 �31.23 16.90 �14.33
NH3� � �SnF4 �35.29 10.26 �25.03

Table 7 Energetics (kcal mol�1) of tetrel-bonded complexes and MEP
maxima on 0.001 a.u. isodensity surface of TF4 monomers, at MP2/aug-
cc-pVDZ level (aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) for Sn)

FTR3 Eint(f)
a Eint(f)–Eint(opt)

b Vmax(f)
a Vmax(opt)

b

HCN� � �SiF4 �1.89 0.74 41.3 48.2
HCN� � �GeF4 �2.64 5.12 50.9 73.1
HCN� � �SnF4 �5.44 11.55 70.1 102.4
Pyrazine� � �SiF4 �3.25 17.55 41.3 88.3
Pyrazine� � �GeF4 �4.93 24.40 50.9 98.0
Pyrazine� � �SnF4 �11.17 23.33 70.1 109.7
NH3� � �SiF4 �2.98 23.40 41.3 92.3
NH3� � �GeF4 �4.68 26.55 50.9 97.2
NH3� � �SnF4 �12.26 23.03 70.1 108.0

a TF4 frozen in its optimized monomer geometry. b TF4 in geometry
optimized within complex.
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situated on an aromatic ring as in TNT.43 In a broader sense,
the tetrel bonding of the methyl group has been substantiated
by crystal structure surveys of various types. The criteria
invoked involve distance and angles. The typical criteria require
first that the R(C–X) distance be less than the sum of vdW radii
of the two atoms. The angular aspect places a minimum on the
y(R–C� � �X) angle of perhaps 1201, applying the concept that this
angle tends toward linearity. Mooibroek44 examined both the
CSD and PDB and found strong directional statistical evidence of
tetrel-bonding methyl groups. 164 TBs were observed in a survey
of CSD crystal structures when a methyl group is approached by
a halide.9 The participation of methyl groups in such bonds
appears to be more general than that, covering a range of
different bases as well as substitutions on the methyl group.45

Another such study focused on a particular class of enzymes
that facilitate transfer of methyl groups, the S-adenosylmethionine-
dependent methyltransferases.46 The criteria were fairly stringent,
requiring an angle of at least 1601. Nevertheless, this survey
identified a number of relevant arrangements of a methyl group,
most employing O as electron donor atom. Some of the partner
molecules were other components of the enzyme itself, while
others were solvent molecules. Quantum calculations were
applied to a number of these systems where energetics and other
aspects of the wave functions qualified these interactions as true
tetrel bonds.

Computational examination

The specific ability of C within a methyl group to engage in TBs
was verified by Varadwaj et al.47 when they paired a number of
CH3R molecules with both ends of CO. The interactions were
rather weak, well under 1 kcal mol�1, but their presence was
verified by AIM, NCI, and NBO analyses, as well as the presence
of small shifts in the CRO vibrational frequency. Curiously,
the direction of this shift, to the red or blue, depended upon
whether it was the C or O atom of CO which was interacting
with the methyl group. The P atom appears capable of serving
as the nucleophilic center in TBs as well,48 and the s-bond of
H2 may do so as well.49

The ability of a methyl group to participate in a TB was
assessed in both a neutral and cationic setting,50 where its
strength could be directly compared to both H-bonds and
chalcogen bonds. N-Methylacetamide (NMA) was taken as the
common base through its amide O atom. Fig. 5 depicts a
number of ways in which this base can bind to the FHSMe+

cation. Fig. 5a illustrates a TB wherein the NMA O atom lies
along the extension of the S� � �C bond axis, where the O is
separated from the C by some 2.591 Å. Fig. 5b and c illustrate
HBs, with the CH in b and the SH in c. Another mode of
interaction concerns the S atom, via a chalcogen bond (YB),
either opposite the F in Fig. 5d or the CH3 in Fig. 5e.

The first row of Table 8 shows50 that the strongest binding
involves the latter FS� � �O YB at 39 kcal mol�1. The SH� � �O HB is
a bit weaker at 34 kcal mol�1, followed by the other YB, CS� � �O,
at 23 kcal mol�1. The CH� � �O HB is still weaker at 21, followed
finally by the tetrel bond at 17 kcal mol�1. Two other cationic
Lewis acids considered here removed the F atom, yielding

CH3SH2
+ and (CH3)3S

+. The SH� � �O HB retains its position as
the strongest interaction for the former where it is possible.
When the S is surrounded by three methyl groups the YB and
HB remain preferred over the TB, although the latter remains
fairly strong at 13.7 kcal mol�1. Removing the positive charge
from the Lewis acid weakens all interactions, but not uniformly,
as is evident in the last two rows of Table 8. Nonetheless, any
possible FS� � �O YB remains the preferred binding option, followed
by a CH� � �O HB. A SH group is a strong electron acceptor, making
the SH� � �O HB the most stable configuration for MeSH. Sum-
marizing the standing of the Me TB, it is usually the weakest
interaction of those available, when compared to HB or YB
arrangements. Nevertheless, its binding energy is not negligible,
on the order of 2 kcal mol�1 for neutral acids, and rising to the
14–17 kcal mol�1 range when the acid is a cation.

The placement of a base directly along the R–C bond
extension of a R–CH3 methyl group is of course consistent with
a tetrel bond. On the other hand, prior observations of this sort
of arrangement had generally been attributed to a trifurcated
HB, i.e. one in which the base interacts not directly with the
central C, but rather with the three H atoms. This contention
raises the question as to how one might distinguish between
the two: what specific markers might be present. Bauzá and
Frontera addressed this question51 by placing a nucleophile along
the R–C extension and then determining its final optimized posi-
tion. The AIM bond path led from the nucleophile to the central C
atom unless the nucleophile was moved from its central location at
which point the bond path would switch to a methyl H atom. A
search of PDB crystal structures led to a preponderance of central
locations for the nucleophile. From a theoretical perspective an

Fig. 5 MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries of complexes of NMA
with FHSCH3

+: (a) TB, (b) CH� � �O HB, (c) SH� � �O HB, (d) S� � �O YB,
(e) S� � �O YB. Distances in Å, angles in degs.

Table 8 Binding energies (kcal mol�1) for complexes between NMA and
indicated Lewis acid, computed at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level

C� � �O TB CH� � �O HB SH� � �O HB CS� � �O YB FS� � �O YB

FHSCH3
+ 17.31 21.17 34.09 23.43 39.03

CH3SH2
+ 16.03 18.33 29.24 21.95 —

(CH3)3S
+ 13.72 16.30a — 19.81 —

20.55b

FSCH3 2.50 3.29 — 2.71 6.40
CH3SH 1.90 1.67 4.12 1.14 —

a Single linear CH� � �O. b Trifurcated: 3 different CH3 groups.
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analysis of the wave function by NBO or AIM or a related method
might provide some clues as to how to best characterize the
interaction. But if one observes a structure of this sort in an
experimental context, how might the distinction be made? Since
the structural features are the same for either interpretation, a
spectroscopic analysis might provide some key information.

This issue was investigated52 through a quantum chemical
study that simultaneously offered both wave function and
spectroscopic data for purposes of comparison. Several different
systems were devised, each of which contained a putative non-
bonding interaction between a methyl group and a base. Several
of these systems are pictured in Fig. 6 which defines the
pertinent geometrical parameters. R refers to the distance
between the methyl C and the electron donor atom of the base.
Most important here is y(RC� � �N/O) which is equal to 1801 when
the nucleophile is situated directly along the R–C bond extension.
This angle diminishes to roughly 1101 when the base atom is
aligned along a C–H bond, making the interaction clearly of the
HB variety. Systems were chosen to cover a wide range of types,
including neutral–neutral, cation–neutral, cation–anion, neutral–
anion, and considering both O and N as electron donor atoms.

The effects of either a HB or TB upon the vibrational and
NMR spectra of SMe3

+� � �NH3 are illustrated in Fig. 7a and b,
respectively.52 The left side of the figure corresponds to a y
angle of 1801 designated as a TB, while the HB is represented by
the right side with y = 1101 for which the N atom aligns directly
along the CH axis. The plotted data refer to the changes in each
quantity relative to the uncomplexed monomer. The solid
curves in Fig. 7a correspond to the stretching vibrational
frequencies of the methyl groups, while the bending motions
are denoted by broken curves. In each case, the red and blue
curves refer to symmetric and asymmetric modes respectively.
With respect first to the stretching motions, formation of a TB
produces a small blue shift, but as the base swings around
toward a HB, these frequencies drop, particularly the symmetric
stretch. The bending modes behave in the opposite manner. The
TB causes a substantial red shift, which shifts to the blue as the
base swings around to a H-bonding position.

Fig. 7b displays the changes in NMR chemical shielding
within the methyl group upon formation of the complex. The
orange curve refers to the H atom which engages via a HB,
whereas the green curve indicates the average of all three
methyl protons, since these 3 signals are difficult to distinguish
during an NMR experiment. The blue curve shows that the
methyl C atom undergoes a large deshielding in the TB, which
rapidly diminishes in magnitude as the system transits to a HB.
The H atoms behave in the opposite manner, with a small

deshielding in the TB configuration growing larger for the HB,
particularly for the bridging proton itself.

While there are some quantitative differences for the six
systems examined, they all obey similar trends as exhibited in
Fig. 7, that ought to serve as useful signposts as to the type of
bond present based upon spectral observations.52 The methyl
CH stretches are blue-shifted in a TB, while a HB shifts them to
the red; the opposite pattern characterizes the bending modes.
The methyl C atom suffers a good deal of deshielding within
the TB configuration which is reduced, or even reversed, in the
HB. The methyl H atoms are deshielded to a much higher
degree within a HB as compared to a TB.

Source of NMR shifts

The forgoing NMR data raises an interesting question concern-
ing the source of the deshielding that occurs upon formation of
a TB or HB for that matter. As elaborated earlier, the formation
of either of these noncovalent bonds will cause certain geo-
metric deformations within the monomer, which in turn affect
the MEP surrounding each subunit, with implications for the
binding energetics. But these same structural changes can be
supposed to also affect the NMR shielding around the various
nuclei. This point raises the interesting question as to whether
the shielding changes occurring on the various nuclei are a
direct result of the electronic perturbations caused by the
noncovalent bond formation, or less directly due to the changes
that the bonding induces within the internal geometries of the
subunits.

Fig. 6 Molecular diagrams of three of the systems examined, defining
intermolecular distance R and angle y.

Fig. 7 Changes in spectra of SMe3
+� � �NH3 caused by interaction. (a) Vibra-

tional frequencies of methyl group. Solid curves refer to stretching modes
and bending modes are indicated by broken curves. Blue and red colors
respectively represent asymmetric and symmetric motions. (b) Changes in
chemical shielding. Tetrel-bonding configuration (y = 1801) on the left and
CH� � �O/N H-bond (y B 1101) on the right.
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This question was addressed53 within the context of the four
Lewis acids considered above, SEt2Me+, NMe4

+, SMe2, NMe3, all of
which displayed shielding changes on the C and H atoms of their
methyl groups. The CH bonds of these monomers were stretched,
but in the absence of a base, so as to extract the effect of this
geometric change in and of itself. The C shielding diminished by
roughly 2 ppm for a r(CH) stretch of 0.01 Å, while that of H
dropped by only 0.3 ppm. The deshieldings caused purely by the
bond length changes are far too small to account for the amounts
that are computed when the nucleophile is actually present, which
leaves the electronic perturbations as the primary factor.

C as electron donor

The same high electronegativity that inhibits the ability of C to
serve as electron acceptor ought to work in the opposite direction,
facilitating its functioning as a donor. Of course, the absence of a
lone pair on C in its typical tetravalent bonding eliminates the
possibility of donation from this particular orbital. However, there
are other, admittedly uncommon, bonding scenarios where C does
contain a lone pair whichmight act to donate electrons.54 Li et al.55

extended the idea of TB to encompass an open-shell methyl radical
as a potential electron donor in a series of FTH3� � �CH3 complexes,
and went on to explore issues of cooperativity. A CH3 radical donor
was later studied by Esrafili56 who identified a bit of back-bonding
to amplify the interaction. Carbenes serve as an alternate type of
electron donor,29,57–62 engaging for example63 in C� � �C TBs with
CO2, or bonds

59 between CH3R and CH2. Amore recent example of
a bonding type with such possibilities is drawn from the carbone
family64–67 where the divalent C atom is endowed with two lone
pairs. Imparting a full negative charge to the C-containing entity

also permits interactions through a C lone pair, e.g. CN�,68–72 or an
alkyl anion such as CH3CH2

�.73

Another type of scenario avoids the necessity of a lone pair on
C entirely. If a highly electron-releasing substituent such as a
metal atom M, is added to C, the latter acquires a strong enough
partial negative charge that it can attract a Lewis acid. The
minimum in the MEP arising from the excess density leads to
what may be termed a ‘‘s-lump’’ along the extension of the C–M
bond axis, in analogy with the s-hole that signifies an electron
deficiency. A CH3M group can thus engage in a ‘‘ditetrel’’ bond
with a FTH3 Lewis acid, donating charge not from a C lone pair,
but rather through its s(CM) bonding orbital.74 This phenomenon
brings to full circle the analogies between HBs and TBs, as this
ditetrel bond is a close parallel to the better known dihydrogen
bond. This idea of a TB between two T atoms has been noted in
the framework of a pair of Sn atoms75 in various crystals, whose
characterization as a noncovalent bond was verified by quantum
calculations. It is not only a CH3M monomer which can use
s-orbitals as electron donor, but also the hydride segment of MH
bonds76 when allowed to interact with TH3F.

Spectroscopy

The forgoing has highlighted the light that spectroscopy, and in
particular IR and NMR, can shine on our understanding of the
fundamentals of hydrogen and tetrel bonding. These same
ideas can be applied to the other closely related noncovalent
bonds. Table 9 presents spectroscopic and energetic informa-
tion77 concerning HB and TB complexes, as well as halogen,
chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds. The common base in all cases is

Table 9 Interaction energies, changes in internal stretching frequencies and NMR chemical shielding caused by complexation, calculated at the MP2/
aug-cc-pVDZ level (aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) for Sb, Te, Sn and I)

Eint, kcal mol�1 Dn, cm�1 Ds, ppm

HB X–H CQO H X O C N
FH� � �NMA �12.68 �729 �30 �6.9 �19.5 34.4 �6.3 �5.1
ClH� � �NMA �10.14 �695 �50 �9.5 �1.0 20.0 �6.0 �5.4
BrH� � �NMA �9.22 �705 �75 �10.6 35.8 15.4 �6.2 �5.6
IH� � �NMA �7.23 �606 �169 �11.2 175.7 7.0 �6.1 �5.7

XB F–X X F
FCl� � �NMA �9.69 �103 �45 239.3 �139.2 28.4 �5.4 �5.4
FBr� � �NMA �13.34 �80 �55 929.2 �208.8 46.5 �7.1 �7.7
FI� � �NMA �15.75 �58 �55 2196.7 �296.2 62.6 �7.8 �9.9

YB F–Y Y F
HFS� � �NMA �8.90 �71 �28 141.2 �112.0 28.1 �4.0 �4.6
HFSe� � �NMA �11.18 �64 �36 521.2 �151.9 38.8 �4.9 �6.5
HFTe� � �NMA �13.82 �56 �49 1310.8 �193.1 49.4 �7.6 �8.4

ZB F�Z Z F
H2FP� � �NMA �7.40 �58 �24 40.0 �62.2 22.0 �4.0 �4.3
H2FAs� � �NMA �8.65 �54 �29 107.6 �71.1 27.5 �4.5 �5.5
H2FSb� � �NMA �11.40 �51 �40 283.9 �80.6 35.2 �6.3 �7.2

TB F–T T F
H3FSi� � �NMA �7.70 �57 �23 17.3 �42.5 17.0 �4.0 �4.5
H3FGe� � �NMA �8.37 �57 �25 42.5 �47.3 19.8 �4.3 �5.2
H3FSn� � �NMA �12.22 �50 �35 127.0 �53.0 29.4 �5.8 �7.6
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the O atom of N-methylacetamide (NMA) chosen by virtue of its
similarity to the peptide bond within proteins. The H-bonding
systems cover the full range of HX acids, with X representing a
halogen. The other Lewis acids all place a F atom on a X, Y, Z, or
T atom so as to form the requisite s-hole, with the latter atoms
chosen from the second, third, and fourth rows of the periodic
table.

The energetics in the first column of Table 977 indicate that
all bonds strengthen as the bridging atom grows larger, e.g. Sio
Ge o Sn (with the exception of HBs for which a proton acts as
bridge in all cases). Regarding different sorts of bonds, it would
appear that halogen bonds are strongest, followed by chalcogen,
and then by pnicogen and tetrel: XB4 YB4 ZBB TB. The next
column indicates a red shift of all n(FA) stretching frequencies.
These shifts adhere to the energetic ordering of the different
sorts of bonds, but unlike the energetics the shifts become
smaller as the central A atom grows larger. This latter trend is
likely due to A’s heavier mass which lowers its vibrational
frequency. The red shifts are all consistent with the bond
weakening that results from charge transfer into the s*(FA)
antibonding orbital. The formation of the noncovalent bond
exerts an effect upon the electron donor molecule as well, as
measured by the red shift in the CQO stretching frequency of
NMA. While smaller in magnitude than Dn(FA), the red shift of
the CQO stretch is substantive, certainly large enough to be
measured, so is of some practical significance. These shifts are
also roughly proportional to the bond energetics.

The last five columns of Table 9 display the changes in
chemical shielding of atoms on both the Lewis acid and base
entities.77 Although the central proton is deshielded within the
HBs, one sees the opposite effect of a shielding increase on the
larger central A atoms, and quite a substantial one. The F atom
lying opposite the base suffers a drop in its shielding. With
regard to the base, the O atom directly involved in the non-
covalent bond sees an increase in its shielding, and one which
is again roughly proportional to the bond strength. Both the C
and N atoms are deshielded by amounts on the order of 4–8 ppm.
So there is a consistent pattern to the NMR spectra that might be
used as a fingerprint in order to detect these bonds within an
experimental situation. It might be added that a parallel study78

switched out the base to the smaller NH3, and encountered
similar trends. The only difference was that the stronger non-
covalent bonds formed with NH3 resulted in somewhat larger
frequency and shielding changes. Although a recent work79 did
not explicitly include tetrel bonds, a fairly tight connection was
found between these spectroscopic markers and noncovalent
bond strength of a long list of diverse acid–base pairs that
involved pnicogen, chalcogen, and halogen atoms, so one would
expect the same to be true for TBs as well.

There have been spectroscopic measurements pertaining to
tetrel bond strength,80 particularly through solid state 13C
NMR. The CQO and CRN groups have been considered as
electron donors, complemented by acceptor groups NC, SC, and
their cationic equivalents. Among some of the chief findings is the
sensitivity of chemical shielding to the intermolecular distance, as
opposed to the interaction energy. For example, the shift of 13C

drops as the intermolecular distance shortens. Recent NMR data
have shown that tetrel bonds, in particular Sn� � �Cl interactions
observed in the crystal can persist when transferred to solution.81

Direct comparison of tetrel with other
noncovalent bonds

Given the diversity within s-hole interactions, but also the
similarities in terms of the roots of their binding, it is logical
to wonder if there is some hierarchy amongst them in terms of
which bonds are the strongest, and which weakest. There have
been some attempts in this regard. When substituted methanes
are paired with halide electron donors,82 one study found TBs
to be intermediate between HBs and XBs. A comparison was
drawn between tetrel and pnicogen bonds when both FGeH3

and FAsH2 were paired with a common base.83

A unified means of addressing this question starts with an
unsubstituted AHn molecule, where A is drawn from the X, Y, Z,
and T families, but is taken from the third row of the periodic
table in each case for purposes of uniformity. Table 10 presents
this comparison84 where Lewis acids are combined with NH3 as
universal base. The uppermost segment of Table 10 relates to
the fully hydrogenated acids HBr, H2Se, H3As, and H4Ge, as a
baseline for unsubstituted systems. Without an electron-
withdrawing substituent, these bonds are fairly weak, and
follow the order YB 4 XB 4 ZB 4 TB with the TB the weakest.
The binding decreases when a single Me group is added to the
acid, due to the electron-releasing power of this alkyl substituent.
With this addition, the YB remains the strongest, followed now
by the ZB, with XB and TB taking up the rear. The next segment
of Table 10 retains one H but fills up the remaining substituent
shell with F atoms, one for Se, two for As, and three for Ge. It is
now the TB which is the strongest of the subgroup, whichmay be
associated with the number of electron-withdrawing F atoms.

Table 10 Binding energy, intermolecular distance, and orientation angle
in complexes with NH3, calculated at MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level

Eb, kcal mol�1 R, Å y(R–A� � �N), degs

H–HnA
HBr �1.86 3.174 179.9
H(H)Se �2.15 3.206 162.7
H(H2)As �1.68 3.235 162.6
H(H3)Ge �1.53 3.276 180.0

Me–HnA
MeBr �1.19 3.233 160.4
Me(H)Se �1.87 3.234 166.6
Me(H2)As �1.48 3.268 168.5
Me(H3)Ge �1.17 3.329 179.7

H–FnA
H(F)Se �3.32 3.023 161.6
H(F2)As �4.09 2.882 155.0
H(F3)Ge �8.37 2.101 180.0

Me–FnA
Me(F)Se �2.74 3.114 162.7
Me(F2)As �3.26 3.021 155.3
Me(F3)Ge �6.16 2.115 180.0
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The lowermost section of Table 10 replaces the H of the previous
group by Me. Again, the electron-releasing alkyl weakens all the
bonds, but retains the order TB 4 ZB 4 YB.

Inspection of the intermolecular distances in the next column
of Table 10 reveals a similar story. These lengths generally
shorten as the noncovalent bond strengthens. The orientation
angles in the last column show that the TBs are quite linear, with
y(RGe� � �N) consistently equal to 180. The presence of lone pairs
on the other central atoms tends to shift the s-hole off of the R–A
bond extension, and accounts for the angles less than 1801 in
those cases. In summary, a TB will outpace the other bonds in
the sense that it can accommodate a larger number of electron-
releasing groups. But in the absence of any such substituents,
the TB is slightly weaker than its counterparts.

An alternate means of comparing noncovalent bond strengths
places the two atoms of interest on the same molecule in direct
competition for a base. Consider the GeBrF3molecule, for example.
Just as a s-hole will be present on the Br atom on the extension of
the Ge–Br bond, a similar such hole ought to open on the Ge atom.
In principle, a base could interact with either of these two holes,
leading to a halogen or tetrel bond, respectively. Examples of these
two types of bonds85 are presented in Fig. 8a and b for the common
base NH3. These diagrams also show that the XB is considerably
longer than the TB, by a full Å.

And indeed the TB is stronger than the XB, not just for the
specific case of GeF3Br, but also for most of the general TF3X
molecules. As may be seen by the first two columns of data
in Table 11, the interaction energies of the TBs are in the 35–
38 kcal mol�1 range, as compared to the considerably weaker
XB binding energies of less than 6 kcal mol�1.85 Note that these
findings remain in force regardless of the nature of either the
T or X atoms. The prime exception to these patterns concerns
the C atom in the first few rows of the table. The higher
electronegativity of C than its T counterparts weakens the TB
to less than 2 kcal mol�1, while raising the XB energies to the

3–7 kcal mol�1 range. The intermolecular distances are consistent
with these notions. In most cases, the TB distance is very much
shorter than R(X� � �N), with T=C providing the main exceptions. So
when placed in the same covalent bond, the tetrel atom offers a
much stronger interaction with a base than does a halogen.

One might be tempted to attribute this contrast to the three
electron-withdrawing F substituents attached directly to the T
atom in TF3X. However, this pattern is little altered when the
F atoms are all changed to H.85 Of course, the removal of the F
atoms weakens the s-hole on the T and X atoms, which in turn
reduces the interaction energies. And it is also true that this F
removal affects the TB more than it does the XB. But what
remains in force is the fact that the TBs are both stronger and
shorter than the XBs (again with the exception of T=C ).

Other aspects of tetrel bonds

Given the fact that a tetravalent TR4 molecule contains four
s-holes, there is some reason to wonder whether a given T atom
might be able to accommodate more than one TB. Indeed, TF4
can involve itself in two simultaneous TBs86 to a pair of NCH
bases. In order to do so, the entire hexacoordinated system
distorts into an octahedral shape. There is an interesting
energetic competition between the cis and trans positioning
of the two bases. Whereas the latter affords a more favorable
interaction energy, its high deformation energy makes it less
energetically accessible than is the cis structure.

The concept of a s-hole, which is associated with a tetrel
bond is not limited to tetravalent TR4 molecules. Many tetrel
atoms, particularly the heavier ones, commonly engage in
higher orders of bonding, which might be considered hypervalent.
Gnanasekar and Arunan87 considered this issue as to the under-
lying nature of the bonding within the TH5

+ cation. They
concluded that whereas CH5

+ contains five C–H bonds around
a hypervalent C, both SiH5

+ and GeH5
+ are better described as a

neutral H2 molecule which is tetrel bonded to a TH3
+ ion. Pb in

particular engages in such bonding patterns88–90 while still being
able to engage in a TB. One such study91 went so far as to
evaluate the tetrel-bonding capability of Pb when surrounded by

Fig. 8 (a) Tetrel-bonded and (b) halogen-bonded complexes of GeF3Br
with NH3. Distances in Å.

Table 11 Interaction energies and intermolecular separations when NH3

is added to either the T or X atom of TF3X at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVDZ
level of theory (aug-cc-pVDZ(PP) for Sn and I)

�Eint, kcal mol�1 R, Å

T X TB XB TB XB
C Cl 1.35 2.74 3.221 2.983

Br 1.39 4.06 3.238 3.018
I 1.15 6.61 3.226 2.979

Si Cl 35.99 1.67 2.043 3.187
Br 36.70 2.64 2.040 3.191
I 36.92 4.23 2.042 3.229

Ge Cl 35.59 2.18 2.124 3.138
Br 35.57 3.48 2.124 3.120
I 34.85 5.62 2.129 3.104

Sn Cl 37.75 2.08 2.281 3.108
Br 37.14 3.58 2.284 3.106
I 36.33 5.95 2.284 3.093
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eight ligands. With regard to hypervalent structures, there have
emerged a number of reviews of tetrel, as well as other sorts of
noncovalent bonding.92–95 In a broader context, halogen, chalcogen,
and pnicogen bonds can also involve hypervalent central atoms,96

pnicogen bonds being particularly strong.
Whereas the s-hole that lies directly along the extension of a

T–R covalent bond is a common means of constructing a TB,
there are alternatives. The planar arrangement around T when in
its sp2 hybridization leads to important modifications. There are
no longer any positive regions that lie directly opposite any of the
T–R bonds, all of which lie in a common plane. On the other
hand, the MEP surrounding the system typically contains positive
regions that lie above and below this plane. These so-called
p-holes are fundamentally different than the s-holes in terms of
their root cause, which derive from a smaller density above the
molecular plane than within it. There is also a difference in terms
of the charge transfers, which shift density into the p* orbitals,
which are typically as closely associated with the R substituent as
with the T atom itself.

Tang and Li97 verified the viability of a p type of TB when
they placed a H-bonded NCH� � �NCH dimer above the F2TQO
plane for the two lightest T atoms C and Si, which also
displayed elements of cooperativity. Another study98 replaced
O by its heavier Se and Te congeners and also considered the
cooperative effects of a pair of NCH molecules, engaging in
both tetrel and chalcogen bonds with the central F2TQY. This
same sort of planar unit was considered as electron acceptor99

from IF with interaction energies of nearly 10 kcal mol�1. Shen
et al. took another look at the p-hole of F2TO, this time pairing
it with various unsaturated hydrocarbons100 acetylene, ethy-
lene, 1,3-butadiene and benzene as p-donors, which amounted
to p–p interactions. Nonetheless, the systems obeyed the usual
rules of heavier T atoms associated with stronger bonds.

Xu et al.101 carried out a direct comparison of s with p-hole
TBs, using TH3F and F2TO as the corresponding acids, and
found the p-hole bonds to be the stronger of the two, when
combined with the N atoms of pyrazine and 1,4-dicyanobenzene.
These authors also delved into cooperativity effects. Wei and
Li102 made a similar s vs. p comparison using cyanoacetaldhyde
as the base, although the comparison was clouded by secondary
interactions. Yet another take on this competition between s
and p-holes arose in calculations103 where both TH3F and F2TO
interacted with a similarly planar H2CY, where Y = O, S, Se. Both
the s- and the p-hole interactions are weakened by heavier
chalcogen atoms, while the p-hole interaction involving F2TO
(T = Ge, Sn, and Pb) changes in the opposite direction. One
interesting issue derived here is that F2SiO and H2CX go beyond
a noncovalent tetrel bond and combine to a single unit.

A specific comparison of p-hole TBs with their s-counter-
parts104 found the former bonds with NH3 to be stronger than
the latter, even though the depths of the p/s holes were
comparable. A similar comparison emerged when the base was
altered to borazine105 which involved approach of the T from
above the plane of the borazine. Wei et al. showed how the
presence of a p tetrel bond can exert an influence on a neighboring
H-bond, even to the extent of promoting a proton transfer.106

The sp hybridization, as in OQCQO can also furnish a
p-hole above the C atom. This positive region has been
exploited in bonding to glycine107 and to azines.108 In the latter
case, it was found that increasing the number of N atoms in the
aromatic ring leads to a gradual weakening of the TB. Incor-
porating a number of OCO molecules into a cluster109 allows
multiple TBs to participate in the total binding, along with
chalcogen and CH� � �O H-bonds. Replacement of one O by S,
allows the OQCQS variant110 to engage in not only tetrel
bonds but also chalcogen bonds. Other replacements to ONN
and SCS111 have allowed comparisons of the TBs to pnicogen
and chalcogen bonds within the sp-hybridized framework. The
latter work demonstrated a strong correlation between the
dissociation energy of each complex and the intermolecular
force constant. When paired with HN(CH)SX azine, OCS112

engages in a C� � �N tetrel bond, accompanied by a S� � �O
chalcogen bond. p-Holes wherein C is bound to another atom
can also be involved in TBs, as in XCRN molecules.113 The
same sp-hybridization allows the two C atoms of an alkyne like
RCRCR to engage in a TB to another C atom in a sp3 TH3F
unit, with an interesting inter-C TB. Tetrel bonds between C
atoms were also examined57 in the context of N-heterocyclic
carbenes serving as electron donor to CO2. When CO2 is
associated with various azoles,114 the strength of the TB
diminishes as the number of N atoms in the ring rises. Pairs
of p-holes can engage in TBs, as for example in the combination
of CO2 with X2TQO.115

Just as in the case of H-bonds, one would expect that the
presence of two TBs where the central unit acts simultaneously
as both electron donor and acceptor, ought to strengthen both
bonds in what is commonly referred to as positive cooperativity
or synergy. And numerous studies have confirmed this idea.
McDowell introduced the ideas of cooperativity to the TB
field116 in that a CH3

� anion could interact favorably with a
pair of XF molecules, via a pair of TBs. Note that the ability of C
to engage in TBs, especially two simultaneously, is aided by its
anionic charge. This same author later considered117 coopera-
tivity between TBs and halogen, hydrogen, and pnicogen
bonds. The Esrafili group has been particularly active in studies
of cooperativity of tetrel bonds,118–120 considering (CH3CN)n
and (CH3NC)n.

121 Other types of arrangements include linear
chains of H3SiCN and H3SiNC

122 or a set of NC–TR3 units.123

Cooperativity with triel bonds was considered,124 as were
HBs125 and pnicogen bonds.126 Wang et al.127 pursued the
question of cooperativity between p-hole TBs and halogen
bonds. Noncovalent bonds involving p-holes are no exception
to this idea, as for example with halogen bonds.128 One
manifestation of this cooperativity emerges in the context of
the proton affinity of silanol and siloxane when their Si atoms
are engaged in a TB.129

In an interesting twist, the level of cooperativity can affect the
competition between two different sorts of bonds. TF3OH is
capable of forming a OH� � �N H-bond with an N-base, as well as a
T� � �N TB. It is the former which is preferred for most T atoms.130

However, if MgCl2 is added to the system it will engage in a
Mg� � �O interaction with TF3OH. This latter Mg-bond enhances
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both the HB and TB, but by different amounts. While the HB
enhancement is slightly diminished as T grows larger, the TB
behaves in the opposite manner.

It probably goes without saying that the presence of a full
positive charge on the Lewis acid, or a negative charge on the
base, will amplify the strength of any interaction, the TB being
no exception. Among numerous illustrations in the literature
on this topic, one might mention several recent studies.8,131–133

There are practical aspects to this property. For example,
various anions can be selectively bound by bipodal receptors
via tetrel and related noncovalent bonds.134–137

Just as in the case of hydrogen and other related noncovalent
bonds, TBs are not limited to fully separate units, sometimes
occurring in an intramolecular context. As one example, Marı́n-
Luna et al.138 considered such bonds within atranes. Another
work139 focused on a CQN� � �C–X sort of intramolecular TB
involving charge transfer from the N lone pair to the s*(CX)
antibonding orbital. Indeed, it is logical to surmise that intra-
molecular tetrel bonds will be a common occurrence, as is the
case for H-bonds.

A good deal of the original data described in this work
involved the use of the polarized correlation-consistent double-
z aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. This set has established itself as a
workhorse in many calculations of noncovalent bonds, and
yields generally accurate results.140–156 When used in tandem
with an MP2 treatment of electron correlation, this set provided
binding energies157 with errors of less than 0.5 kcal mol�1,
and another work158 found very good accuracy in comparison
with CCSD(T)/CBS, or provided an excellent reproduction of
anisotropy.159 Extension to an analogous triple-z aug-cc-pVTZ
set and even quadruple-z, and the complete basis set limit does
not change the results by very much8,34,85,105,109,113 in the
specific context of tetrel bonds.
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